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CHAP·TER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The _re~ction of electrical. contacts to vibratiori fields has taken-
oli. added_· importance ·with the use of relays and other switchiIJ.g· deyices 
in vehic1es which inherently produce, or operate·in, a vibratory· enviroµ:-. 
ment. The missile has gene-rate-a, the· g.reates·t· interest· in this .area, not .. 
only because of the presence-. of· a host·il,e- vibTat·ory' environment; but 
also bec;.ause of· the requirement for, .a high degree··of circuit reliabiliiy~ 
The prope:r design of swi;ching devices to be used in-- a vi:bratory 
environment requires knowledge of the· mechanical·. react·ion of · the coµ-:-
tact;:s to' the em,ironment •. This .knowl_edg~, coupled_ with. other design. 
consideratiop.s, · should enab.le the -designer· to avoid or ccmtrol re~ctions 
which would be detrimentaL It appears. that very little has _been done 
to analy.ze. the v;i.bration effect from a basic mechanical. standpoint.· 
Instead; ex_isting configurations have_ been altered .through e:l!;pedmental · 
trial . and error . for use in .· a vibr:atory ·environment. · This · approach has_ 
met ,with varying degrees of succe_ss. : In view of _this, a· basic study of. 
the mechanical reaction of contacts to a vibratory environment is needed~ 
Definition' of the Problem 
One prbblem area associated with contact vibration is that-of in-
advert_ent separation of contacts ,which are held in the closed position by. a 
1 
2 
set force·, The vibratory environment· gene.rates forces which· overcome· 
the force 'holding ·the contacts tog·ether. This res.ults in unintentional. 
separation which may· introd4ce a. spurious signal· into -the system •. 
From. a pur~ly mechal)ical standpoint, . the problem is .one: of con":" 
trolling the vibration respon·se·, of the con.tacts· so that. they will not 
separate ·when. subjected to a v:f..bratory. excitation. The allowable 
response· for nonseparation may· be. expected to vary from· one contact . __ 
configuration to· another, but-. limit·ed fo·r all configurations. However, 
every mecha"Q.ical system pos·sesses· at,·least one· -inherent· frequency· such· 
that, in the_ absence of damping, excitation a,t that frequen:cy wi.11 
theoretically result in unbounded: amplitude. - Control of the· contact· 
amplitude cam· b•e, accomplishe·d. only through· ene,r-gy, dis·sip·at,i.:ort· .with some . 
type•. of d·amping. 
Since· mechai::iical damping .is· dep:end·en-t, up,on ei-the·r, di·splac,ement or 
-_ velocity, the-re must. be an allowah-1e· res·pons·e- amplitude .. ·of the, ,contacts 
without separation if- separation is to be p:re·vented in a vibration . 
environment of:· unlimited fre,quen,cy ri;tnge o The problem then becomes · 
one· of determining the nonseparation amplitude-for a given.configura,tion 
so that-the contact response can.be held to .a lower amplitude·tq.rough 
energy.dissipation •. 
The Purpose and Scope·of the Study. 
This study was.undertaken to determine the separation criteria· 
for a preloaded; idealized set of contacts whenthey are subjected to. 
a steady state sinus_oidal excitation and when- the elasticity .of otfo 
3 
experimental •. 
The set: of. cont~cts· was· taken as- a; two-mass,, two-spring. system with 
1 
one nonlinear spring of. the Duffing ·har.dening type (1) , With arbitrary 
system parameters, such a syst·em· r·e,p•re-sent-s· a varie-ty· of c·ont:'.act con-
figu:c:aticms. . A linear system is rep·resented by the·· special case where .. 
the nonlinea·r coefficient hecom~s zero. 
Separation' criteria were de,t,ermined, for the·· cortt:act se,t· under the 
assump:tion- of· negligible damping. The manner in which damping would 
affect the results was then pr.e&Emted from·. a qualitative- -standpoint. 
The· contact setwas·idealized hy ass-uming .. lumped•paramete-rs; that. 
is-, massless· springs· and· springless masses, · The contact· preload was 
assumed without. regard to its origin, 
The point of impending con_tact separation is . a point of transition 
from a.single degree-of--freedom·system to·a two degree-of-,-freedom system. 
Consequently, it was only necessary to.consider the single degree-of-
freedom system·in determining the separation criteria" 
The scope of the theoretic.al study inclu.ded the development of the 
equations.of motion.of the system; the development·of the mathematical 
model for impending separation of.the contacts; a qualitative analysis. 
of system response; the solution of the mathematical model for impending 
separation in terms of system parameters and preload; and a,qualitative 
analysis of how system damping w0uld affect.the results. 
1 
· Numbers in parentheses·refer to references of the selected 
bibliography. 
4 
The, scope of the, experiment-al study, include-a, .,t,he,, des4..g,n and con-
struction of a large scale model of the contact,or system,; inst,rumentation 
of the model; testing of selecte·d theoretical sepa-r-ation, criteria; and 
investigation of· system response within the unstable· respon,se- -regions. 
One con$equence of the investigation of the unstable-system response 
was the recording of the jump phenomenon-in the time _domain. A survey 
of the nonlinear_ literature indicates- that very little· is· known· about 
the mechanism of jump response. Although it is- beyond the· ,scope·· -of this 
study, an analys'is of the jump mechanism made in· conjunction wath such 
reco·rdings would be, ve,ry enlightening and· a- s4.gnif.icant cont:i;:d.but;'!i.,on to 
the nonline·ar field. 
Previous Work 
There is no known previous work· in_ the area of contact separation · 
where one contact has a nonlinear elasticity. Separation criteria for 
linear contacts.have been studied and reported (2). However, the 
approach here is altogether different·from that taken in (2) so that· 
a direct comparison of the linear results is not possible. 
There have been several notable dynamical studies of specific.·. 
relays such as (3) and (4) in which contact rebound chatter was considered. 
However, a vibratory excitation was not considered so the results have 
little bearing on this study. 
Previous work.has been accomplished in the area of frequency response 
fora single degree-of-freedom system with nonsymmetrical restoring 
force which, as is shown in Chapter III, is the situation for a set of 
5 
preloaded contacts with one nonlinear spring. Duffing (5), in his 
notable work published in 1918, conside-red such a system, but his work 
was restricted to the derivation of equations which must be-satisfied 
if the response is to be a biased sinusoid, Rauscher (6) and Den 
Hartog (7) later devised separate approximate solution techniques based 
on boundary energy conditiohs, Ludeke (8) later· compared the two solu-
tion methods through experimental work and found themethod•ofRauscher 
to be the more accurate of th'e two, Although no g,ene·ral solution re-
sulted from th-is wo·rk, the fcl'.tth of the· response was· established· and is 
applicable in dete··rmining thei type of response- of the set· of contacts 
under study. 
CHAPTER II 
MATHEMATICAL DERIVATIONS 
In this chapter two m<;1thematical models are derived for the pre-
loaded set of contacts when they are subjected to a steady state sinu-
soidal displacement, They are the equation of motion of the set ,and 
the equation of relative displacement for impending separation of the 
contacts. In hoth cases, the system is taken as single degree-of-freedom; 
that is, the contacts do not separate for the defined motion, The 
limiting case.of zero force between the.contacts defines the point of 
impending separation. 
By assuming negligible damping, the set of contacts is represented 
by a two-spring, two-mass system excited by a displacement s = s sin wt 
0 
as illustrated in ~ig. 1. The parameters K and are associated 
with the nonlinear contact and k and with the linear contact. The 
displacement x is taken as positive upward and denotes 'the displacement 
of the masses from their static equilibrium position with respect to the 
enclosing case. 
For an initial preload of F between the masses, the two springs 
0 
must exert equal and opposite forces for static equilibrium. The weight 
. . 
of and is assumed small in comparison to the preload and is 
neglected. Therefore, each spring must be in static compression. Let 
the static compression·be o1 · in K and o2 in k 
6 
7 
x K 
k. 
S=S0 Sin wt 
Fig. 1. An Idealized, Preloaded Set. of Contacts 
Before desriving the ·desired equa:t.i0ns,;. it is nec.ess.-ar,y- to, .. define 
the restoring· forces· of the springs on · the· mass-es as· a function of the 
displacement x and thepreload F 
0 
· The force· exerted by the· Duffing- hardening type,· spring K · on m1 
is 
3 F = a(y +by) K 
where a and b are both positive and y is meas.ur.ed, posi·tive· upward. 
from the position where K is unstretched. It follows from thedefini-
tion of o1 that y = x + o1 _. Therefore, the.force exerted by :r<. on 
m1 for a displacement x is 
(1) 
Similarly, the restoring force on m2 from k with a displacement x is 
F = k(x -k (2) 
8 
'l'he relationship of . F0 to o1 and o2 is given by Equations (1) 
and (2) when x = 0, For static equilibrium 
which gives 
(3) 
(4) 
For the sequel it would be advantageous to have Equations (1) and 
(2) expressed in terms of the preload instead of o1 and o2 , However, 
this is very difficult.in the case of o1 because of the form of· 
Equation (3), There is a one-to-one relationship between· F0 and o1 
for all . 8 1 so the inverse function o 1 (F ,) does exist, Applying 
Ca:rdan's formula, the single real value of o1 is given by the follow-
ing equation: (9) 
F 2 1/2 _ 1/3 
o 2 2) J 
4a b 
+ [~ -(-1 + 
2ab 27b3 
1/2 1/3 
J 
Sub.stitution of this value for o1 in Equation (1) would unduly 
complicate the equation, Therefore, Equations (1) and (2) will be left 
in te.rms of 6 1 and o2 with Equations (3) and (4) defining their re-
lationship to the preload, 
It is worth noting, howev:er, that for bi\2<< 1, o1 is approxi-
F 
mately _g_, This is in effect linearizing the static compression in K 
a 
and would result in little error for small F 
0 
and/or small b, This 
approximation will not be used here because of the desire to allow F0 
and b a wide range of values, 
The Equation of Motion of the Contact System 
9 
With the restoring forces of the springs defined in terms of x and 
the preload, it is now possible to write the equation of motion of the 
system, Equating forces for the single degree-of-freedom system gives 
- F - F K k 
Expansion of the restoring force terms and rearrangement gives 
2 
S w sin Ll\t 
0 
The equation of motion may be written in the more familiar form 
" 2 · 2 3 
x + p (x + ex + dx) - 2 S IJJ 
0 
sin wt 
where, in terms of system parameters and preload, 
2 a (1 +l+ 3bc5 2) p 
ml+m2 a 1 
3bc5 1 
c "" 
+l+ 2 1 3bc51 a 
and b d 
+ l+ 2 1 3bcSl a 
(5) 
(6) 
10 
The value of p represents 2rrf , where f is the natural frequency 
n n 
of the system with infinitesimal amplitude. 
When b is set equal to zero (the linear case), Equation (5) re-
duces to 
x,= S 
0 
2 
w sin wt (7) 
which is · the equation of motion of a linear, undamped single'· degree-of-
freedom, forced systemo 
Mathematical.Model for Impending Separation 
For separation of·the contacts during vibration, the force between 
them must.change from F 
0 
at the static equilibrium position (x = O) 
to zero at the· point of impending separation. The varying force between 
the contacts will he defined as ·F and each spring-mass considered as 
x 
a free body" Then, a summation of forces on each mass provides an equation 
of motion fo~c each spring-mass,o The; equati-ons are 
( + S', m1 x · F + F K x and 
These equations are valid as long as the system remains single degree-
of-freedom .or as long·as IFxl > 0 , With this restriction, the accelera-
tions may be eliminated between.the two equations provided the masses are 
finite and other than zeroo This gives 
.1_ (F . - F ) = l_ (F + F . ) 
m1 · K x m2 k x 
Solving for F 
x 
gives 
F 
x = 
The use of Equations (1) and (2) and rearrangement gives. 
F 
x 
3 2 bx +,3bolx + (1 + 
m 
3b o 2 - .!. _1.-) 
1 . a m2 
am2 
F 
11 
(8) 
(9) 
For the linear·case where b 0 01 = 
' 
0 
=-· 
a 
and 
F 
0 
o2 = k · , Equation (9) 
· reduces to · 
am2 - kml 
F = --'----- x + F 
x. m1 + m2 o 
(10) 
Equation (8) ind,icates that R can be zero only if the-· numerator is 
x 
zero or 
The solution of Equation (11) for x · then gives a particular valu_e of 
x at which F becomes zero and separation of the contacts is impending. 
X· 
Define .this value of x. as X. Substitution from Equations {l) and (2) 
and rearrangement gives .Equation (11) in terms of the impending separa-
tion displacement . X . It is 
-3 · -2 2 bX + Jbc\X + (1 + 3bo 1 
k ml 3 k ml 
-) X + (8 1 .+ bo 1 + o - -)=O a m2 2 a m2 
(12) 
For the linear case~ Equatio~ (12) reduces to 
(l:3) 
12 
In summary, the response of .the -set of contacts is given by the 
solution of Equation (6) for the condition where separation does not 
occur; that is, the equation is only valid for a response·· amplitude ~ X 
The value of X is represented by the zeros of Equation (9). Where 
Equation (9) has more than one ~eal zero, .it is the real zero with the 
smallest absolute value that determines the point of imperiding·separation. 
It is noteworthy that all· of the equations pertaining· t·o· the· force 
between the contacts are independent o;f the contact masses. Each equa-
tion may be expressed in terms of·the dimensionless mass ratio. 
CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL RESULTS 
In this chapter the theoretical separation criteria for the undamped 
set of contacts are determined, the.effect of contact dampit1;gon the 
criteria is investigated, and the general type of frequency response 
of the set·of contacts to the steady state sinusoidal excitation is 
presented, 
Contact Separation Criteria 
The· contact separation criteria are, obtained from the· solution of· 
Equation (12) for the displacement X in terms of the system parameters 
and preload, It is evident _that the complexity of E·quation (12) prevents 
a general solution, Therefore, it is necessary to select a given param-
eter as an independent variable and hold. the others constant while solvi-
ing for the dependent variable X. 
Before attacking Equation (12), it is convenient to determine the 
separation criteria for.the linear case represented by Equation (13), 
Since the equation was developed under the restriction that neither mass 
could be zero or infinite; it may be rewritten in the form 
x = 
F 
0 
a m1 k 
--- I 
13 
14 
For the condition a. =- x is unbounded and there is no displace-· 
ment for impending separation of th.e contacts. For this condition the 
natural frequencies of the two contacts must be equal because a 
ml 
are the squares of the respective natural circular frequenciei;;. k 
m2 
and 
Consequently, the mathematical model impliee that the contacts will not. 
separate if they have the same natural frequency. As the stiffness of 
either spring tends to infinity, X tends to zero. Infinite stiffness 
corresponds to the condition of a rigid contact. Therefore; the con-
figuration of a.flexible contact against a rigid contact permits no 
motion without separation and there can be no energy dissipation'· through 
mechanical damping without separation. 
Since all parameters are independent of F ' 0 X is directly pro-
portional to the preload. The effect of varying mass is not so apparent. 
m 
If the effect of varying mass ratio, ml , is considered, the equation 
2 
plots as rectangular hyperbolas which are asymptotic to the lines 
F m 
o l a X = - and - = - as shown in Fig. 2. As the mass ratio becomes 
k m2 k .F 
very small; X approaches - . .....£ which is the 
a 
unstretched position of 
F 
the upper spring. 0 As the ratio becomes large, X approaches k which· 
is the unstre.tched position of. the lower spring, These conditions imply 
that the top spring must be in tension for separation in the negative 
direction and that the bottom spring must be in tension for separation 
_in the positive direction. In general, the absolute 
ml m2 
separation for is not equal to that for 
m2 ml 
displacement for 
However, if a· k 
is unity, the absolute separation displacements are the same, 
Returning to the nonlinear. case represented by·Equation (12), it 
is seen that here too the system parameters and preload are independent 
~o --1----------------------
Fig. 2, Relationship of Separation Displacement to Mass Ratio 
in the Linear Case 
15 
m 
f h t . 1 o t e mass ra 1.0, - Furthermore, the equation is also linear in 
m m2 
so that it is possible to express l 1· ' f ' f - as an exp 1.c1.t unction o 
m2 
whereas, it is not possible to express X as an explicit function of 
ml ml 
The solution of Equation (12) for~ gives 
m2 
x 
a {bx3 + 3ba x2 + <1 + 3bo12)x + <o + bo 3)} ml 1 l l 
-- ~ (14) 
The fact that X has become the independent variable presents no 
ml 
problem in showing the dependence of X on - The role of the two 
m2 
is merely reversed in plotting their relationship. 
Little can be.done in plotting Equation (14) without resorting to 
numerical values for the remaining parameters and preload. Even this 
is not entirely satisfactory because o 1 is related- to ·· F through 
0 
16 
the cubic of Equation (3). However, by assigning numerical values to 
F a, b, and k it·is possible to obtain the relationship of. X 
0 
to the mass ratio by use of the digital computer. The values so ob-
tained are plotted in Fig. 3 for five values of b where the solid lines 
represent the smallest absolute value of X and dashed lines represent 
the values which could not be physically attained before separation. 
Figure 3 shows that X is bounded for b :/: 0 and that the,greatest 
absolute bound becomes progressively smaller as the nonlinearity in-
creases. It also shows that the points of vertical tangency to the upper 
curves represent·an important demarcation in the allowable displacement· 
for nonseparation. As an example, at point 1 on the b = 100 curve, 
separati.on will occur when the displacement is about -0. 45 inches, How-
ml 
ever, for.a slightly larger value. of - , point 2, the point of vertical 
m2 
tangency to.the b = 100 curve, shows separation at about 0.09 inches 
displacement.· This represents an abrupt decrease in the allowable non-
separation displacement and illustrates the importance of the point of 
vertical tangency to the upper curve. 
The points of vertical tangency to the upper curve are given by 
the 
m 
- !)11 
condition where dX/ d (-. -) + oo • 
m2 
If Equation (12) is set equal to 
f(-1 ,X), dX/d 
m2 
ax 
m 
a(....l) 
m2 
is given by 
k 
a 3bX2 + 6bo 1X + (1 + Jbo/ 
X - 01. 
af/ax 
.• (15) 
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The value of the derivative will approach infinity only when the_ 
denominator_approaches zero. If the denominator-is set equal to zero, 
the value of X is Jl k ml X = - o :I: - ( ....: - - 1) 1 3b a _ m2 _ · (16) 
Equation (16) is double valued, but the positive sign in front of the. 
radical must hold in determining the desired points of vertical tan-
gency to the upper branch of each curve of Fig._ 3 because each point of 
vertical.tangency hc!,s a positive. X coordinate. If the negative sign-
held, X _ would be negative. The curves of :Fig. 3 are bas-ed on numerical 
examples· and do_ not <represent the general case. Howeyer, it is·· easily 
shown by Desca-rtes', Rule of Signs that the double valued- branch -of. 
- Equation {12) must be associated- with a- positive -value of X in general. 
Since all of the pa-rameters, of Equation (12) are positive, the· coefficients 
must be positive with the possible exception of the coefficient of the 
X term. Therefo-re, there will be either zero or two sign cJ::iang·es for 
ml 
all positive values or - The Rule then states that ·there will be -
m2 
either two or no real positive zeros of Equation (12). This then implies 
that the point of vertical tangency is associ_ated with -a positive value 
of X and that-the negative sign in front of the radical.has no mean:-· 
ing in determining the points of vertical tangency.-
The points of vertical tangency are.determined by a simultaneou$ 
solution of Equations. (12) and (16).o The complexity of the two equa- -
tions is such that a general solution cannot be obtained. Howeve:r, 
the points may be obtained for numer:ical. examples such as those·- from 
which the curves of Fig, 3 were· obtained. An iterative digital computer 
19 
solution based· on arbitrary. values of appears, to be' ,the, simplest 
-- · method for finding- the points. . Such a solution method requires a -
· starting point for 
ml 
- so that convergence· will be rapid and- certain. 
m 2 , m1 
A logical starting value of - is that value where Equation ·(16) gives 
m2 
a zero value of· ~ • The_ starting value is then 
ml a 2 
- =. - ( 1 + 3b cS l ) 
m2 k 
If Equation (12) is set equal to F, the point· of vertical tangency 
m· 
' d h 1 f 1 f l ' d is define - wen. F is equa - to zero or va ues o - an .. x··which 
m 
m1 2 
sati_sfy Equation (16). If the starting value of - and -X = 0 are. 
- m2 
ml 
substituted into Equation _(12), F is positive. As· larger values of 
m2 
are substituted into Equation (16), X will increase. As the larger 
ml 
values -of - · and X which satisfy Equation (16) are s-uhstitu-ted into 
m2 . -- m 
E-quaticm (12) ,- F will app-roa-ch zeto. -J. However, , if the values of - ·-
m2 
and X which satisfy Equation (16}. are · larger than '.those which· d_efine 
the point. of vertical tangency; V will be negative. This is the basis -
for the computer solution,_ 
In -the computer_ solution,· Equation (16) is solved for X for the 
ml ' ml 
starting valu,e of The$e values ·of X and ---- are substituted 
m2 m2 
into Equation (12) which is solved for F , The absolute· value of F 
is then, compared to an allowabl_e tolerance from zero, say 10-6 • If F 
--6 ml -
is greater than _10 , is increased by a small increment and the process 
m2 
is repeated until I F I -6 becomes equal to or less than 10 , or .F 
becomes negative and 
ml 
creases ·_in 
I F I > 10-6 • If the latter occurs, further-in--
ml 
would cau~e divergence; of I' F J ; the ref ore, -,- is 
m2 
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decreased by.the last·increment and·then increased by smaller·irtcremen.ts. 
Through repetition, I F I -6 converges to 10 and the point·of vertical 
tangency is approximately defined. 
The above solution gives only the point of vertical tangency· to·the 
upper branch of the solution of Equation (12). The effect·of X be-
coming triple valued at this point is not presented unless the: corres-
ponding negative value of 
m· 
x is known •. Therefore, it is necessary to 
substitute·the 1 value of the point of vertical tangency into Equa-· 
tion (12) and solve the resulting cub.ic in X for the negative· value 
of X 
The loci of the vertical.tangents for three values of preload are 
plotted in Fig,1 4 along with the loci of values of negative X corres- · 
ponding to the points. The curves give a general idea of how .the points 
of vertical tangency shift .with preload and nonlinearity, · 
Probably the most important- parameter affecting the·· separation dis-
placement is thepreload. It was- shown in the-linear case that the 
separation displacement was linear1y dependent on preload, The·effect 
in the ·nonlinear case is less eviden,t because the preload" is buried in 
o1 and o2 of Equation (12). However, it is possible--to determine 
·the relation of. separation displacement to pre load with numerical . examples 
by.· allowing 0 1 to be·. the independent v~riable, With fixed a, b, k. 
m 
and ,.l. , Equation (12) is solved for X ~ Equation. (3) for 
m2 . . 
Equati~n (4) for o2 for each value of o1 , Then.a plot of 
F . presents the desired relationship. 
0 
F , and 
o. 
X versus· 
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linear in o1 • It must be solved by computing the· coefficients of 
the equation for each value of o1 . and then solving .the resulting 
cubic for.· X Figures 5, 6, and 7 show such solutions·where a, b 
and k have the values used in the solution of Equation {14) and ml 
m2 
used in·Fig. 5 has values of particular interest. The value of 
ml 
m2 
is the value where X is theoretically unbounded and indep·ertde-nt of 
F for the linear case. The curves illustrate that preload has less 
0 
effect on x as the nonlinearity increases. The values of . ml.· used 
m2 
in Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the theoretical triple values of x · assoc-, 
iated with the nonlinearity. 
If Equation (12) is thought of as a relationship of X .. F and 
' 0 
ml 
, the equation· defines, a set of · surfaces for each value of the re-
m2 
maining parameters, Then, H Fig" 3 is considered to have the thi.rd 
dimension F going into·the paper~ the curves 
0 
for each value of b 
- ml 
represent a cut across the (X,. F , - ) surface 
· . o m2 . 
at F- = 10. lb"·~ 
0 
larly; Figs, 5, 6 and 7 repl".esent ,surface cuts by the planes 
Simi-
1.0 and 5.0 respectively~. Consequently, the four figures· provide a 
- ml 
representation of the (X, F, -) surface defined by Equation (12). 
o m2 
This representation plus the effect depic~ed by Fig. 4, present· the· 
separation criteria in terms of preload and all system parameters 
except a. and k, 
The ratio of a. and k has little meaning as a separate·parameter 
because o1 is dependent upon a. The effect of varying k by itself 
can be determined easily from Equation (14) where the numerator 1is inde ... 
pendent of k, The denominator, 
kx - F 
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has the ~ffect· of· e~panding or cont,racting the axis f·or varying 
'.· 
k • The e.~fect fr:om varying a is les-s apparent. An exact· determina-
tion of the effect could be determined by much the same procedure as 
that used in determining the effect of F , 
0 
By allowing to be 
independent, a value of a would be obtained. from Equat-i·on- (3) for. 
fixed F O and b , This value of a. and o 1 . along with_ the· .fixed 
parameters would dete-rmine the coefficients of Equation (12) which 
could. then be solved for X • The plot of X versus a wo·uld then 
determine ·the. effect of varying a on the separation displacement for 
one set.of conditions. However, a sufficient understanding of .the effect 
can be obtained from inspection of the linear. case as shown· in Fig. 2. 
Theoretical Frequency Reaponse 
Before investigating the effect" of damping on the- sep-a:t:ation- criteria 
determined for the undamped system, it is .necessary· to find the na·ture of 
time response which _the set of contacts Jill have to the· steady state . 
sinusoidal excitation. 
Inspection of the equation of .motion of the set of•· contact-s·, Equa-
tion (5), reveals the nonsymmetry of the elastic restoring forces' about 
the static .equilibrium position of the-preloaded contacts. · The non-
symmetry stems from the ;x:2 term which exerts a restoring force•which is 
independent of the direction of displacement from the static equilibrium 
position" With .the.orientation shown in Fig. l this force is always 
directed downward~ This implies that for a given positive .displacement 
from.the static equilibrium position the restoring force on the masses 
will _be greater in magnitude than·for the same negative displacelll:ent. 
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One important· ·consequence of . the- nonsymmetry of the• restoring . 
force.s is _that·. a combinat1.on of· hardening an.d softening,··,is· pres·ent' in 
th:e· ·preloaded ·set ·of contacts, Hardening is defined as an· increase of. 
stiffness with displacement and softening a decrease. Stiffness is 
the change of force magnitude with re·spect to displacement. The ·restoring 
forces are symmetrical and hardening. when measured from the: unstretched 
position of the nonlinear spring at. x = - o1 • Therefore,· the":i::'estoring 
forces·measured from- x = 0 must.be softening for - x < a· < o 
. 1 and 
hardening for all _other x • As a result, the, response· mus-t have• .. a com-:-
bination of softening .and hardening characteristi,cs. 
Some knowledge of the response ·can be gained from a, phase plane 
plot of the,undamped free oscillations of the contacts. After·assigning 
numerical values to the system parameters and preload and setting the_ 
forcing :funct>ien equal to zero;. the approximate phase- plane curves can 
···-be ·obtained from Equation (5) by a digital computer solution based on:-. 
the phase· plane· delta method (10), The r-esulting curves are the loci 
of constant-energy.and are approximately ellipses similar to those 
shown in.Fig, 8. 
The type·of Ume response-represented by the phase plane-curves can· 
be-determined from the fact that-simple harmonic motion is represented 
in the phase plane as an exac.t · e+lipse (1) • Assuming the curves to be· 
exact ellipses, the response is simple.harmonic.motion about the·minor 
· · axis of each ellipse, The time response is then given by 
x =a+ S sin~ t (17) 
where· a· is the x· coordinate of the minor axis of the elliptic curve,· 
28 
x 
Fig, 8. Phase Plane·curves for the Free Undamped Response· 
The relationship between a. and B may .be found through energy.con-
siderations. At the points (O, a.,+ 13) and (O, a. - B) the·energy is 
entirely potential and equaL For the free sys,tem· the following· equality 
must hold, 
where the integrands are the sum of Equations (1) and (2). The· ·relation-
ship between a. and B is then: 
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Si h · ~ 1' "i 02 ' b · ' t nee · t e · e·qua·:p.on' .LS . · 1.ne-ar n µ , 1. t may e writ · en as 
ba.3 + 3bcS a2 + (l + k + 3bcS 2)a 2 1 · • a· 1 s = - --------..------- (18) 
b(a + o1) 
In this form it may be seen that s2 is negative for all positive a 
so that· S is imaginary. This implies that a· must always be negative 
which agrees with the re.sults shown in F·ig. 8. Letting y = -a , the 
equation be.comes 
s2 = 
by3 - 3bo 1y2 + (1 + ~+ 3bo 12>r 
b((5t - y) 
2 
The limits of. S are zero for· y = 0 
122 i . . . . f µ s monotonic. 1.nc.reas1ng o_r. 
and infinite fot 
positive sign of dS2/dy From this it may be concluded that .. the 
biasing will increase with free vibration amplitude·and·that its value 
will lie between zero and -o1 . Referring back to Fig, 1, it. is im-
plied from the latter conclusion that the nonlinear spring· K will be 
in compression for the point about which the os.cillation .is taking place. 
The foregoing was based on the assumption that the phase plane 
curves were perfect ellipses •. The.fact·that they are not indicates 
that higher harmonics must be added to Equation (17) to .account for the 
distortion of the curves. Since .. it is the velocity distribution with 
respect to displacement which will be used in. the qualitative investi-
gation ·of.damping effects on the separation criteria, it will,besuffi-
ciently accurate to neglect the slight harmonic dis.tortion. · Therefor,e.,,. 
it will be assumed that ~quation (17) defines the contact response. 
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In th:e case of .the forced vibration of the system,, the· .form of 
tl;ie res.ponille· ·is essentially the same as .. that of the free· vibratio.n. ' 
However; th:e relationship between a and _ S · is ·slightly· different~. 
Duffing ,(5) shows· that ip. the case -of forced vibratio.n of a:< mmsymmetri-,- -
2 
· _cal system S is two-thirds of that shown in Equat·ion (18). This .in ... 
· · dicates that for a ·given response amplitude the biasing will be· abo·ut 
22 per cent ·greater. The differet1ce · in. biasing between the free and. 
forced cases stenis froII). the contitiot1- that, although the-re ·ca,n be. _no 
net -energy transfer during- a -eye.le· without• d,ampin-g-, th1a:re can--· be''-'energy · 
· add:ed· dur.ing a· p 1art · of a cycte and removed .. during the remainder ·of : the 
· cycle,.· 
The· conclusions, .reached regarding ,the biasing: in· the f·ree· ·cas·e are. 
a1s·c,r; valid for. the forced case, because Equation (18} has .bee~ changed 
onlyby. a constant .. multiplying factor .• 
the type ·of· time response · to be expected for the. nonlinea,-r, cont!tcts · 
has been established with one, possible exception.. It is well: known that· 
there ·is· a. jajp ·phenomenon _associa,ted with the re1=1ponse. -of>a. nonlinear 
: system. Stoker· (1-) and many others have explored the Jump phenomenon:: 
in much det.ail. for the frequency domain but .it appears that -littl;e is 
· krvown ab0:ut it in · the time doil).ain. · this · raises · ·the ques t;i.ori · of '.the 
poss~bili~y of .the separation criteria being altered by inertia foi;:,ces .. 
· associated· with the -jumpso This possibilit;y is explored .during.-the 
· experimei:i.tal ·phase. · 
' . 
From the·for~go:i;.ng it_ can,be pr~dicted that, with th~ possible-ex-
. ception of the jump region, the respons~ of: the nonlinear contacts will · 
'·be essentially, a biased sinusoid as .given by Equation (17). _ 
' 
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Damping Effects .. on the Separation C:riteria 
I~ is neces$ary to -determine the effect. of ·damping· on tl).e··· separa~ 
ti-on -criteria which have ·been established for the undamped c·ontacts. 
If seJ>aration _is to .be prevented over an unlimited frequency r~nge of· 
excitation, ,it is necessary _thEtt ·the,· res-ponse·. of th.e··contacts· be .1ess 
than. tha·t cwhich will cau$e· · separation •.. However, the contact· response· 
can·'be limited only if there is damping to dissipate energy. If the 
application·, of damping wer,e to decrease .the allowable . nonsep·aration 
, displacement, the benefits frot11, limiting the response .would be .. ;nullified., 
· The• :effeqts · from viscous~- structural. and friction ,damping ·will be -
conside:i;:ed~ . Viscous damping is proport;i.onal to veloci,tj',;_ structural · 
damping·· is taken as .proportionEtl., to. displacement;. and friction- damping .· 
is constan;t· (11). · Th·e force ·generated by each type is .180· d·eg-rees out_ 
·, · ·.-··of; phas~, with the,·velocity. 
It ·is ·clear that equal damping forces ·on the two. -c~ntacts· wiil not 
, ;affect _the ··force .between'the contacts ·because, they both have• the same._. 
, velocity· fer· 'Ilanseparat;ion. - Therefore, it is only· the difference. be-- -
tween damping forces: that will· -alter the separation criteria es:tablished -
for the· undamped · .. case. 
· With ·damping present, the point of impending separation· becomes. 
' that .. point: at whd:.ch the sum of. the .undamped force .hetween the con.tacts, 
F:,i: , and •the ·difference ·between -the damping forces, F d , .becc;,mes .zero._ 
·· Sin~e -- Fi , ·as- given ._by Equations (9) and (10), is with respect tq. the 
. ·displacement,· x , it is. convenient .to look at :the difference of damping -
--forces - F'· --as-,-a·fupcti_·_on of. displacement. 
. ' ' . d ' 
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Figure 9, (1;1.) shows the damping force distribution· for unequal 
structural damping for,a negative velocity. For positive'velocity, th.e 
distriput·ion- is the image ·of the lines -in .the x axis. - Figure 9 (b). is 
the ·difference' of the two, fo:rce. distributions. The subscripts· 1 and 2 -
refer· to, the upper and lower, contacts respectively. Figures- .. 9 (c) _ and 
(d) show the distribut:j;on -for the difference. of damping forces for vis-·· 
cous and frictio.n -damping respectively. In eqch ,case the· response · is. 
assumed-to be that of Equation (17). 
All--of ·the damping force distributions of Fig. 9 .are·doub'1e1 value~ 
with respect to,displacement because the velocity changes-signs at 
·a ---(3 · and ·s - a • Therefo,re, if · Fd is-adding to for po-si~ive , 
velocity,. it is subtracting .for; ne.gative, velocity and vice versa. 
Consequently, Fd· must be·considered-a1;1 always·subtract:i,ng- fr:om tµ.e F 
x 
distr.ibut-ion in,· de-termin,ing the-, point,- where- the, force-- betweem the cori-
tacts becomes zero with ·difife.re.rttial damping: -forces· .present •. -Now d·efine 
this point :as X.' so that it can be,. compared with the- undamped separa- · 
tion-displacement x.·.. In ·order to det_ermine X' it is ne,c·ess:ary- to 
- compare-the F 
x 
and . Fd .· distribu,tions. It is convenient," to assume 
subs.equent p~ots. of· F and Fa·. to be of opposite signs so thct't ·the-. 
x.· 
intersection of .the. two_ curves de_fines - X' 
In _ the -li:q.ear case, · the F - distribution is gi-vem by· th·e· :linear 
x· 
Equation ,(10). - For m1 k > m2a, X: is p.osit,ive. as, shewrii -in_.F,ig .• -10. 
Figu-r:e 10 {a) sltows. how· the di,fferential damping- force--·d-i1;1t"l"ibu-t;ton" ;assoc-. 
- iateq. wi,th uneq:ual -structural· damping_ has .decreased the allowab'ie' response 
for noriseparation·. Figures: 10 (b) and ( c) show the effects · for· differen-
tial viscous and friction. damping.forces. 
'J 
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Fig. 10. 
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Effect of Different,ial Damping Forces -on the· Se,paration 
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Figure -10 (b) illustrates the s.ingle case--where the· exc;i.ting 
frequency m~y influence X'. because the velocity is a function of 
frequency. With a constant difference -between the vis.cous' d·amp1.ng: 
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coeffic_ients, the ecceniricity of the :ellipti-c F d · dist·ribution de-
creases as · the, response frequency increases. . This. dec-r.eas-es_ X '-
as shown by -the exaggerated -dashe~ - ,F d _ curve of Fig. 10 (b). 
In th~ nonlinear case; the F 
x 
distribution is given by Equa-
tion , (9) • The complexity of the equation prevents -the- simple· repre~ 
sentation used in the linear case, · However., nume.rical examples may -
be ,plotted so that an idea may be-.obtained of how the diff-e,rence in 
damping will affect.the separation. criteria. Such a numerical.case is 
shown in Fig. 11 for the paramete.rs and p.r.eload shown. If the F d 
distribution were as shown, separation would occur at.X' instead of 
at X, 
Figure· 3 _shows on th_e b = 10 CUJ;'_ve that _ X has the value of 
point _3, the point of vertical tangency and point _4 respectively for-
ml- . 
-- = 1. 5 , 1. 805 and 2. Figure · 12 shows the_ values of. 
m2 
F for positive 
x-
x in the neighborhood.of the point of the vertical tangency fqr these 
inl 
values of· If the Fd distribution were as shown in Fig, 12, 
ml 
the - = 2 ,0 cur;ve. 
m2 
The intersection of the X1 would be as shown·for 
ml. 
Fd _ line with the--'""= 1.805 line would determine - X' -- for that configu-
ml -
distribution would not cause separation of the - = -1.5 ratio11,. - The F d 
: m2 
- m2 
configuration for a positive displacement. However, it would cat,ise· 
separation at a smaller absolute value of negative displacement .than that -
predicted- for . the undamped case~ _ Any value of F d _. would have the effect · 
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of placing · X' to the· 1.eft of X for · the two· bottom curves"., Conse-. 
m 
que~tly, a plot ·of X' against· ml similar to Fig, 3 'Would shaw' a .con- . 
. 2 m1 
traction of the curves. toward the - · axis and a shift· of thee verti.cal. 
m,2 
tangencies to .the left~ 
Figure· · 13 shows F versus displacement curves for the·neighbor-
x· 
hood of the· point of vertical tangency- of the b = 10 curve··of ·Fig. 7. 
For the preload· of the number 2 curve of Fig, 13, Fig. 7 shows that 
s·eparation woul,d ,occur at about· -0. 4· inches displacemeµt·.· · However, 
· Fig. 13 shows .that the presence. of, a· 0.2 lb Fd value at. ,c· = 0.15 
inches ·would result ·in X' occurring at that point •. This· happens to 
be an :example ·of an extreme condition for the effe·ct of differential 
damping: on· the,.separation criteria,., The. intersection, ·of·. 1:tn F·a , curve·· 
with curves 3 or 4 would alter the, undamped separation cri teri·a much· less. 
Befor.e summarizing the .effects from ·damping; it. should·be· noted 
· that the form of •the damping force ·distribution shown in Fig. 9· ·is only 
·approximately correct •. However, it is the approximation which·is~usually 
'·· accepted·(ll). · ·In·the case of structural damping, it is wel_l established 
that· above .. certain. stress. levels· the damping is not linear .witfr displace-:-
mep.t as us.ed, he,re· (12).. With reference to Fig. 9 (a), it is : seen that. 
the deflec·tion .in each· contact· from the unstressed positions of· '-O and· L 
cS is not symmetric so. that the nonlinear contact is stressed higher at· 2 
x = ,e ...... a.:· than at. x = a. - e and the linear contact is stressed higher, 
at ·x = ·a. ...... e. than at-. x S - a. • This situation indicat~s that the · 
differexrce ·· i1;1 ·the two damping forces ma!· be. expected to ·be greater than. 
that ,shown.· Also; ·in. some. cases it .may be expected that there will be 
Fig. 13. 
0.05 0.1 
\. 
0.15 
x (inches) 
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0.20 
F in the Neighborhood of the·VeTtical Tangency to 
xthe b = 10 Curve of Fig. 7 
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a difference, ·in :stru~tural -damping: forces when· the two. damping· ·coeffi-
cients ·a-re identical. 
The qualitat_ive effect of .damping on the undamped separat·ion· ·criteria· 
may be sununarized as follows. Damping. which generates·· equal forces on 
the two :contacts will not affect .. the criteria. The presen.ce· of· di.fferent · 
damping. forces. will always cau1:1e the, ·separation displijcement· to be .less 
than that predicted by the, undamped crit.eria. The amount"of·.· di.fi:·erence · 
will de_pend ·on· the, pa.rticular contact configuration and• p-reloa-d·~ · The 
introduction· of equ~l damping to limit. the /contact ·re-spon·s·e will ·not· 
materially,affect the predicted, separation criteria.. However, i,t may be 
expected. that,physical .limitations would prevent exactly equal damping. 
There· also· might· ,be contact- ap,pli.cations where· damping- would.- be• detri-
. mental from the '.standpoint of. lengthening closing and opening··times. 
· ·Consequently~ optimum, damping ·may not. be realizabl~ in practice. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND INSTRUMENTATION 
A large scale model of a set of. contacts was constructed ,and, instru-
mented so that some of the theo,r,eti,cal re,sults could be" testeti· with an 
electro-mechanical.shaker systemo The size of the modelwas'dictated 
by instrumentation requirementso By making the model· large, it was 
possible to use ·instrumentation which provided precise measurements with-
out altering the characteristics of the contacts. 
Several model configurations were tried ,but it was found that the 
one described herein provided, the greatest accuracy and reliability be-,-
cause extraneous influences .. and .e.ffe.e.ts, were minimized,· In' particular, 
damping was low. and constant, and spurious resonances and harmonics were · 
not present within the frequency range of the tests, Consequently, all 
· reported tests. were made with the described configuration., 
Briefly, with reference to Figo 14, the model and instrumentation 
· may be described as follows, A· linear cantilever beam contacted· a non-: 
linear cantilever beam through a contacting button, The preload on the 
contact surfaces was set by raising or lowering the linear beam, The 
entire system was subjected to a known sinu~oidal displacement; the 
relative displacement of the upper contact surface with respect to the 
case was, ·measured; and -impending separation of the contacting surfaces 
was detected. A detailed description of the model and instrumentation 
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follows. 
DIFFERENTIAL 
TRANSFORMER 
I( 
f S = S0 Sin wt 
* 4 in. linear beam for nonlinear investigation. Various. 
lengths were used for linear investigation. · 
Fig. 14. Schematic of.the Test Model 
Description of the Model 
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Photographs of the model are shown in Plates I and II. Cantilever 
k duplicated the theoretical linear restoring element while- ·cantilever 
K and the biasing cable duplica,ted the theoretical nonlinear, re-storing 
element. · A.s given by Timoshenko (13), the restoring· force.on°-cantilever. 
- K from• the biasing, cable is app:roximately 
where 
F 2S · + AE 3 ,:,,-y -y 
Jl. Jl3 
S is the initial tension on the cable; 
Jl is the semi-length of the cable; 
y is the displacement from the zero preloa:d position; 
VELOCITY PICKUP ( 
PLATE I. EXPE:Ui'.1ENTAL HODEL (Side View) 
+:'-
1.,J 
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PLATE II. EXPERI:iENTAL ' 10DEL {Top View) 
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A· is the cross sectional· area of ._ the cable .material; and . 
E is the modulus of. elasticity of. the. cable material. 
Without the.biasing cable, the system duplicated the theoretical'linea:r. 
c~se of b = 0 . 
The ca,ntilever. beams were made ·.of .1/8-:i,nch thick ·oil quenched :1095 · 
steel and the biasing cab,le was 1/16-inch d~ameter 9-23 aircra:f-t··.c-able; .. · 
Various.sizes of m1,1sic wire were tried as a biasing cable but were found. 
to be ,_so stiff in bending that failure soon occurred from· ex.c·essive -bend-
ing_stresses. The many.fine strands-of the aircraft cable provided 
greater flexibility so. that bending stresses were- no· problem. · 
The vertically-adjustable chu~kprovided means ·forvarying·the pre--
a ml 
load b~tween-.·the contacts, The k and ratios were· varied by in'i:' 
m2 
serting :different length, cantilever. beams in. the chucks., 
The contact. surfaces were. the flat bottom of cantilever. K 'and a· 
hemi•spherical steel .but-ton- :a.t.tached,·to,. but,.el,ec-tr-ically insulated from,· 
cantilever .. k. 
Instrumentation 
A· bl0.ck diagram of. the ·instru,mentation. is- shown in Fig. ·15·, The· 
impending separation ,of the ·contact$ ·was _detected by the circuitry lal!eled 
Contact ,Separation Detection. · With -a thin film of instrument oil between 
the contacting surfaces, a slight drop in.potential across the 100,000 ohm 
resistqr occurred·as the force .be-tween the con.tacts approached -zero, This 
· potential ·drop proved. to be . an acc_urate · and repeatable · indication of· im-
pending contact .sep.aration, - Di~play of -_the potential drop. on. the. oscillo-
scope provided a_vistial indica~ion of impending separation,· 
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A statically and dynamically calibrated differential transformer was 
used. to determine the re.lative displacem~nt of the. contact surfaces. The 
entire -differential transformer output was displayed on an oscilloscope. 
The static deflection of. the contacts was measured with the D • .C. Volt-
meter and -th.~ ·sinusoi~al .part of the response .with. the RMS Voltmeter. 
The .wave ·analyzer was used ·to measure .the harmonics present in the 
response, and ·the ·counter measured the response frequency. The fre- · 
quency ·modulated tape recorder ·provided a means of slowing down the. con-. 
tact response·and·impending separation·signa],.s by a factor of 8 so that. 
they ·could ·be recorded• on paper for further study, 
CHAPTER V 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 
The model and instrumentation described in Chapter IV were used to 
test the theoretical separation criteria and system response for certain 
contact configurations and to investigate the effect on separation of the 
time response associated with the.Jump phenomenon. 
The testing was first accomplished with a linear model where instru-
mentation reliability and data·repeatability were established:, This was 
followed with ·testing with the nonlinear model and investigation of the 
jump response. · In each case the theoretical· results wer.e compute:d from 
the measured model ·parameters and pre load· for comparison wi•th th'e measured · 
values, 
Measurement of. Model Parameters. and Preload 
Computation of .the theore,tical im:pending.,.separation dis'P'lacement of 
the ·mode,! required the measurement of a,: b , k, m1 , m2 , · and the p·reload .. 
The value of k was easily measured through use of a balance beam and 
dead weights for force and the differential transformer for displacement.· 
The ratio of.the measured force.to the measured displacement then gave 
the ·value ·of· k In the linear case, where b = 0, the same procedure 
provided the measured value of a, 
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In ·the nonlinear cas~ the· force versus displa.cement relationship·· 
was det.ermined ·in the same martner~ However, a .and .. b were related 
through ·the ·cubic curve :defined by a plot of force versus d·isplacement · 
points. · '.Phis ,relationship was determined by fitting the data points 
3 to the curve· ay + aby with ·the digital computer using ·thee" least. 
squ~res ·method. ·'.Fhe ·force ·equation r~sulting .from this··prm::edtire for 
the ·nonlinear spring of the model.with 42·data points was 
(19) 
where· y ·is measured-·in inches from the unstress·ed~·posi:t-ion·.of··tha· b!;!am 
and biasing• '~able. ·The .values of • a, b · and · k - were measu.red -wi·th the-
cantilevers ·mounted in· the mod.el so that they reflected the elasticity of. 
tn.e·model·a,s well as that ·of the cantilever.beams. This provided greater 
accuracy_;b·~cause .' the model, although quite stiff, possessed sonie flexi-
bility •... ±he ·measurem,ent.-.of the effective masses :was somewhat more cqmpli:- · 
c,t!i.t~~ • ., ,p~µ:·,Hartog (14) gives the apprro:dmate _equi~aletj.t ·mass of a canti-
lever .~earii ·v'ibrating in .it:s·furtdamental moci.~·as about 23 per cent of the 
total tna~s,:·of ·the ·beam. ·. ·Howeve:i:, use ·of: this value plus point masses· to 
·. ·.: c~rtt~ensate ··fqr ·the attachm~nts. to· the. beam gave poor results. This was. 
. . .. .· . . 
· · p~i$a;i1y ·because ,there ·is no such. thing as ,a perfectly built-in b-eam as. 
· ·refi~~t~4 ·in ·the, cantilever :.theory; 
. j": ' 
~ec.a.use•·of these ·diffteulties th'e effective mass was. determined by. 
an indirect ·method i' The -natural · frequenciesi. of · the beams were measured 
and .. the· effective ·masses :de·termined from· the relation 
m 
k 
2 (21rf) 
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wp.ere k is the ·spring constant _and· f is the natural frequency. ' for 
tp.e nonl:i,.near beam the natur&l frequency was measured; ~t very low amp1i-
: 
tucle so tp.at it wou!d ·approximate the natural frequencx with ·- b = 0 • 
The preload was determined in each case by measuring the deflection · 
5 in the cantilever ·K and computing th,e force which gave the deflec-1 
tion. With the differential transforrp.er nulled at the zero··preload 
pqsition, the ·D, C. -Voltmeter: qf Fig, 15 indicated the,, ·preload0 ·de·fl·ecti6n 
in the beam, 
· Measurement ·of Impending Separation Displacement 
The response ·of the contacts relative to the model ·was measured with · 
the differential trans.former. With reference to Equation (17), the a 
value was indicated by the D, C. Voltmeter and the RMS value of S by 
the Fl{S ·Voltmeter. In the lip.ear case there was no biasing of t};le response 
so the DC component was zerop In the nonlinear case the biasing was 
negative and-increased in absolute magnitude with response amplit:ude-as 
predicted theoretically, 
The ·qifferential transformer was rated as flat within 3 db for an 
ampl::j.tuq.e of 0,.05 ·inc.hes for 0-350 cps with a 6 vdc excitation. To 
proviqe greater accuracy of measurement, the transformer.was calibrated 
statically and·over the frequency range of use. This cal::j.br4tion .was 
then used in ·converting the electrical.readings to displacem~nt values. 
There'.3-dings were also corrected for any change of exciting .DC voltage. 
Tp.e differential trans.former readings were taken by holding exciting 
freque1:1cy constant and slowly increasing exciting amplitude until impend-
·ing separation·was detected. 
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~ince all measured·impending separatioI). occurred at a positive, 
displaceII1ent 1value, the amoup.t of nonHnear biasing in the response·was 
subtracted fro¥1 ·th.e ·response amplitude. In other words, the me·asured. 
impep.p,in~ ·separation ·displ~c.ement,was equal to S - a of· E·quati'O'n· (17). 
· Experimental Results 
' Tests were made ·to cheek the theoretical prediction that the .dis-
placement·for ·impending separation was independent· of·,the'fTequi;mcy• at-
whicp. the contacts were excited. The results of· three' -~clr·tes·ts ,are· 
showµ: in Figs. lq, 17, ,arid .18. The first tw.o show the· ·i;"e·sults for the 
i 
same .. linear configurat.ion but w:i.th··:di,fferen,t. preloads-; · ,Figure· 2:0 shows 
the ·resul,ts ·fo-r the non,line-Et,r ·ccmfi.guration wi,th· one· P're1o·atl-. Similar 
res'ults were ebserved .,for -othe,r .p,reloads. and. config.'1:1-rations. · 
The• ·natu-ra,l· fre·que,nC!y,· .o.f .. t.he,·p,;ir,e.J.oade,d.·· co.n.taets, w,as .. 126t. 4 cp~ · 
fer ·.t}1ei ·.l,i'f>\ear, configur.ation. O·f. Figs. 16 and'. 17. The· -lowest and· highest 
frequency: of recorded data indicate·s the 1tiinit11um and· maximunr fre·quenc;i.es 
for! which, impending separation could. '5ilf obtained with a 20 g excitat;ion. 
of the model; ·The ·na~ural frequency'· for very small·· amplitude of the . 
nonlinear con:fiigur:ation was· 104. 6 cps. 
Tp.e data po-int scatter for the three figures.is not excessive when· 
instrument,.readability is considered. The results substantiate·the 
theoretic.al.prediction that the separation displacement is a futictiQn of 
system ·pararneters and preload, and is indep.endent of the exciting· frequency. 
Tias.ts were also conducted to determine the effect of varying pr~load 
·on tbe separation,displacement, The results of·two linear tests are· 
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shown in Fig. 19. .The data ,points of the upper curve come closer to 
coinciding with the theoretical,values than those -of the.lower curve, 
This may·· have been due · to less accurate · measurement of . the lower curve 
system parameters. In any case- both sets of data support the linear 
relatiortship,between,preload,and.the separation displacement.· 
The results . of varying pre load.with the nonlinear··,confi:guration 
are shown in F:i,g. 20. Attempts were made·to obtain data with higher 
preloads than,those shown. However, yielding of the biasing cable.anchors 
was associated with these attempts so that no reliable data could be 
obtained. Resetting the biasing cable ten.sion after yielding approxi-
mately restored the force-;-displacement relationship of Equation ·(19) so 
that·the data·points shown were repeatable. 
Figure 21 shows · the measured . values of . cS l, o 2 , and a co:rresponding . 
to the experimental preloads of Fig. 20. The scatter of the a points is 
attributed mainly to,the readability of the- D. c. Voltmeter. Even with· 
the scatter, the trend of a with increasing response amplitude of the 
contacts is established. The trend of o1 with increasing preload in-
dicates the stiffening of the nonlinear contact with deflection. However, 
the stiffening is not as pronounced.as might be expected from a cursory 
examination of Equation , (19). The small magnitude. of the deflections 
3 
results in ·a ·small effect. from the y term. 
Figure 22 shows theoretical. F. versus displacement curves for the 
x 
preloads·corresponding _to data points 1, 2 and 3.of Fig. 20. The experi---
mental points of zero force·between the contacts are.indicated on the 
curves. ·· These ·points indicate. the size of differential damping forc(;!S 
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which· would have_ ·had __ to be .·present to account --for the difference between 
the theore.tically predicte<;i' separation displ~cement and that· ·actually 
measured·provided·differential damping were the sole cause of the 
·difference. In each case, a differential damping force . of less than· one· 
pound would account •for the experimental separation. Although the com-
plexity· o:f the biasing cable system might be expected· to ·incre·as·e· ·friction 
damping considerably with_ increasing preload and response· amylitud·e; it 
would be· presumptuous to·. conclude that·· the differences het:w~ theuretical · 
and experimental values we.re· sole-ly from differen.tial damping. Figure 23 
shows a free response-of-the system in the time domain. From the rate of. 
decay of the response ·it. is evident that only small damping wa~r ·associated 
with the contacts for the preloaq. and response amplitude•shown. 
Some experimental error may be associated with-Equation (19) since. 
the measured force:versus displacement was forced to.fit ·the form of the 
equation. · The other ·measurem_ents must also have a certain amount· of error 
associated with them; so ·it is remarkable, in the nonlinear case·, that· the 
theory · and exp_eriment agree.· as closely as . they do. The theoret.ically 
predicted-large jump of nonseparation displacement at the point of verti-
. cal·. tangency of -:the theoretical curve . of Fig. 20 could not be tested 
because·the yield·point of the biasing cable anchors.of the model would 
· have been exceeq.ed. 
Effect of Nonlinear Jump Response on·the Separation Criteria. 
The question°was·raised.in Chapter III about the possibi:lity that 
the jump response-of the·nonlinear conf:i,.guration might cause sep-arat::lon 
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of the contacts. at .some displacement less .than that· predicted. · This 
possibility was investigated by varying exciting frequency, while.main-,. 
taining constant exciting·amplitude; until the jumps occurred. The 
jump response was •recorded in both the fi:equency and time domain. 
Sample·jumps •in the. frequency·domain.are shown.in ·Fig, ·2·4, The· 
top response is for ,increasing frequency and th_e bottom ·for decreasing 
frequency. In each case the model was excited by the displacement 
S ·=·0.002 sin wt inches. The responses are outlines of oscilloscope 
photographs where the vertical ti:ace was driven by the diffe·rential 
transformer output•and.the horizontal trace was driven by the· frequency 
drive of the MB shaker system. The preload was set at about 9 ·lbs' so 
that separation would not, occur ... during the .. photography .• , The···biasing of 
the response is evident from the. figure. , Gompari·s.on- of· ··the· measure-cl 
response with that given by Stokei: (1) for a symmetric hardening• systef!l 
shows·· tha.t· the main dHference •. ,is the biasing fr,.om, the static equilibrium 
position. The·up-jumps:occur at a lower frequency ·than the down..;jumps 
and the amplitude of jump is much greater for a down-jump than· for an 
up-jump, · It was also· observed. that _with steady state response in the 
vicinity ·of the jump region, a small disturbance would. cause· th.e jump to. 
take place. In all, the frequency response was precisely that given by 
the nonlinear·theory with the single exception of the biasing. The bias:i,ng 
was similar to that predicted in the theory of Rauscher (6). 
The response.in the frequency·domain provided no information about 
the effect of·the jumps on tl)e contact separ,;1tion. · However, it _did tend· 
to. verify that, the predicted response was obtained. It was. neces:sary to· 
Sta tic ----E:=· =~·· ::::::::=:::-:::= . _____ _ Equilibrium 
Increasing 
Frequency I 144 cps· 
Positive 
Displacement 
Static 
Equilibrium. - ----------.....-- --------, 
Decreasing 
Frequency 136 cps 
Positive 
Displacement 
Fig. 24. Response of the Nonlinear Exp.erimentaL Sys,tem in the 
· Frequency Domain 
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examine the response.in the time domain to determine the jump effect 
on separation. 
As mentioned previously, there·appears to be·little known. about 
the mechanism of.the jump in the time domain so it wasnecessary·to. 
devise · a :means of · recording · th.e response , ve:i::sus time· along with the 
detection of impending sep.aration~ This was accomplished· ·by·· s·imu~·taneous 
recording of the differential ,transformer. response and .. the separation 
detection '.signals on tape with the FM tape recorder. ·The· ·frequency of. 
response•was, too fast for direct recording on paper so the·ta:ped signals 
were slowed down by a ·factor of ·8 and transmi.tted .to the paper· reco1;:der. 
The FM•circuitry permitted the time reduction withoµt introduction of 
distortion. A sample recording. of down-jump is. shown·in ·Fig. 25. and an 
up-jump·in F~g. 26 •. Here thepreload·is less than that· of•Fig.·24 so 
that separation ·could be obtained. · 
Examination of Fig. 25 shows that .immediately before ·the· ·down-jump 
the contac.ts were separat;ing .as indica~ed by the- signal ·on the,·top· trace •. 
During and sub·sequent to_ the jump there was no separation. · After• ·the up-
jump of Fig. 26, it is seen that there is once again separation but that 
it ceases after six·cycles. Otherwise; there is no separation. The 
separation from·the up~jump·is the result of an overshoot of the allow-
able displacement for nonseparation. In .about thirty tests, it was found 
that .. there'is no separation directly attributable to the·jumps except the 
case of the up-jump where the overshoot goes beyond the allowable non-
separation amplitude. 
In Chapter III it was predicted that the time response ·would be· 
essentially ·a ·biased ·sinusoid with little harmonic distortion. · The· 
Fig. 25. Down-Jump Nonlinear Response in the Time Domain, 136 cps 
°' \J1 
.:-__~?.~" 
Fig. 26. Up-Jump Nonlinear Response in the Time Domain, 132 cps 
"' 
"' 
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observed response, other than that associated with the jumps, did not· 
indicate the presence of harmonics which were visually recognizable. 
Measurements were performed with the wave analyzer to determine the 
exact harmonics contained·in the response. It was found that four had 
a measurable amplitude; , the second through fifth. The largest harmonic 
amplitudes measured were· -28db (4.0 percent), -23db {7.1 pe·rcent), 
-38db (1. 25 percent) and -40db (1.0 percent} respectively for the· second, 
third, fourth and fifth harmonics. The measurements were with· respect 
to the fundamental. Subharmonics were not present in ·the analyzed 
response. The·presence·.of the even harmonics comes from tfre,nonsymmetry 
of the restoring.forces (5). 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following conclusions have.been reached from the·results of 
this study. 
1, The separation criteria for a set of contacts which are sub-
jected to a steady state sinusoidal excitation are determined solely by 
the contact configuration and preload. 
2. The response amplitude of the contacts for nonseparation will 
vary from zero to large values, depending on the configuration. 
3. The commonly used configuration of one rigid and one·flexible 
contact permits no allowable nonseparation response amplitude·; conse-,-
quently, there is no way of preventingseparation over an unlimited 
frequency range of excitation. 
4. A linear set of contacts where each contact has the same natural 
frequency theoretically permits an unlimited nonseparation amplitude.· 
5. In many configurations, the presence of nonlinear hardening 
elasticity may be expected to decrease the allowable nonseparation 
response amplitude. 
6. The separation criteria for the undamped case will hold for the 
damped case provided the damping generates equal damping forces on the 
two contacts. 
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7. Damping which results in unequal damping forces on the contacts 
will have the effect of ·reducing the allowable nonseparation amplitude 
predicted for the undamped case. 
8, The only effect on the separation criteria from thenonlinear 
jump phenomenpn·is the possibility of the overshoot associated with an 
up-jump causing a larger response amplitude than that allowed for non-
separation. 
9, The recorded jump phenomenon in. the time domain cou+d be· a valuable 
tool in constructing an analytical solution of the jump response. 
Reconnnendations for Future Study 
It is reconnnended that further study be conducted in the area of 
contact response to a vibration environment. It appears that the most. 
fruitful results will come from linear configurations. However, there 
may be particular situations where linear conditions will no.t fulfill 
the requirements and it would be advantageous to explore the nonlinear 
possibilities. 
In particular, the following reconnnendations are made for further 
study with linear contact configurations. 
1. l'hat experimental work be accomplished to develop damping whic;:h 
will not alter the undamped separation criteria. 
2. That the damping be applied to various configurations to pre-
vent separation .over an unlimited frequency range of excitation. 
3. That a study be made to determine any detrimental effects from 
damping in the practical use of contacts in switching devic.es. 
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4. That the separation criteria be determined for shock and ran.:. 
dom excitation of the contacts. 
5. That damping effects be determined for the .shock and random 
excitation. 
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APPENDIX A 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
a Coefficient of the linear term of the nonlinear force versu~ 
displacement equation. · 
b Ratio of the cubic coefficient to the linear coefficient of the 
nonlinear force versus displacement equation. 
F 
0 
F 
x 
K 
s 
0 
t 
x 
x 
X' 
Restoring force exerted by the linear spring with a displace-
ment x. 
Restoring force exerted by the nonlinear spring with: a dis-
placement x. 
Static preload on the contacts. 
Force between the contacts as a function of.the displacement 
measured from the static equilibrium position. 
Differential damping .. force acting on the contacts. 
Linear spring constant. 
Designator of the nonlinear spring. 
Equivalent mass of the nonlinear contact. 
Equivalent mass of the linear contact 
Amplitude of the sinusoidal excitation of the contacts. 
Time. 
Relative displacement of the ·contacts from the static equilibrium 
position. 
Relative displacement of the contacts from the static equilibrium 
position at which separation impends (undamped case). 
Sarne as X but for the damped case, 
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y Relative displacement from. the unstretched position of .. the 
nonlinear spring. 
a Bj,.asing term·of.the contact response. 
S Response amplitude of the contacts. 
o1 Static deflection of the nonlinear spring from the preload~ 
o2 Static deflection of the linear spring from the preload. 
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w Circular frequency of the sinusoidal excitation of the· contacts. 
Q Circ\,llar. frequency of the contact response. 
APPENDIX 13 
LIST OF MAJOR INSTRUMENTATION 
Wave Analyzer--Modei 302A; Manufacturer, Hewlett-Packard; Serial 
. No. 018-01522. 
Universal EPUT and Timer--Model·7360; Manufac;:turer, Beckman-Berkley;. 
Serial No. 1918. 
Audio Oscillator .... -Model 200 AB; Manufacturer, Hewlett-Packard; Serial· 
No. 130-13888. 
FM Tape Recorder--Model 2007; Manufacturer, Sanborn-Amp-ex; Serial No. 
244. 
Linear Differential Transformer--Model 7DCDT-050; Manufacturer, 
Sanborn; Serial No. FG. 
Dual Beam Oscilloscope--Model 502; Manufacturer, Te~tronix; Serial 
No. 006852, 
Velocity Pickup--Model 4-:102A; Manufacturer; CFC; Serial No •. 25719. 
DC Nullvoltmeter--Model 413A; Manufacturer, Flewlett-Packard; Serial 
No. 139-00188. 
Vibration Test Equipment--Model Tll2031; Manufacturer, MB Electronics; 
Serial No.. 121. 
Model Cll; Serial No. 670. 
Vibration Meter: Model N550; M~nufacturer, MB Electronics. 
Sine Random Generator: . Model N6 70; Manufacturer, MB 
Elect.ronics. 
Control Equipment: Model T251; Manufacturer, MB 
Electronics. 
Shaker: Mode.I C-10; Manufacturer, MB Electronics. 
Shaker System--Model B44; Manufacturer, Calidyne. 
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